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HTTP is used
to build APIs.
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Individual projects and companies
are developing and operating HTTP APIs
• Twitter / Mastodon / Facebook
• Amazon Web Services / Linode / Google Cloud / Microsoft Azure
• Stripe / Square / PayPal
• GitHub / Bitbucket / Gitlab
• Fastly / Akamai / Cloudflare / Cloudfront / BunnyCDN
• eBay / Amazon / Shopify
• Telstra / T-Mobile / Orange
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4
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Practice is fragmented
so reuse of functionality / code is limited
• How do I link to another API endpoint in JSON?
• What is the right way to page through a large number of results?
• How should I perform rate-limiting?
• What kind of content negotiation should I use?
• How do I version an API? Its formats?
• How do I describe the API to the client?
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Will an IETF Working
Group Help?
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Some limited success
on the Independent Stream and AD-sponsored
• RFC 6570 URI Template
• RFC 6892 The 'describes' Link Relation Type
• RFC 6901 JSON Pointer
• RFC 6902 JSON Patch
• RFC 7807 Problem Details for HTTP APIs
• RFC 8288 Web Linking
• RFC 8594 The Sunset HTTP Header Field
• RFC 8631 Link Relation Types for Web Services
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An IETF Working Group to...
• Work on building blocks for HTTP APIs
• Rather than using the Independent Stream or AD sponsorship
• Serve as a focal point for the HTTP APIs community
• Building a broad consensus, rather than “picking winners”
• Increase interoperability and reuse / reduce reinvention
• Connect with/between industry, practicitioners, users
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HTTP APIs Working Group (HTTPAPI)
1)

HTTP is often for not only Web browsing, but also machine-to-machine communication, often called
'HTTP APIs'. This Working Group will standardise HTTP protocol extensions for use in such cases, with a
focus on building blocks for separate or combined use.

2)

Its output can include:
a. Specifications for new HTTP header and/or trailer fields
b. Specifications for new message body formats, or conventions for use in them (e.g., patterns of JSON
objects)
c. Proposals for new HTTP status codes, methods, or other generic extensions, to be considered by the
HTTP Working Group
d. Best practices and other documentation for HTTP API designers, consumers, implementers,
operators, etc.

3)

Other items are out of scope. In particular, this WG will not take on work items for APIs for specific use
cases, and it will not define new HTTP extension points, or new extensions that are likely to be used by
Web browsers.

4)

New work items can be added after a Call for Adoption on the working group mailing list and consultation
with the Area Director.

5)

To be successful, this Working Group will need to have active and broad representation from across the
industry -- e.g., API gateway vendors (and other intermediaries), API consultants, API tool vendors, inhouse API teams. Therefore, adopted proposals should have public support from multiple implementers
and/or deployments before being sent to the IESG.

6)

This Working Group will need to coordinate closely with the HTTP Working Group.
https://bit.ly/httpapi-charter
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